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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A one month test effort was conducted to explore the fire and explosion

response of the ullage space of a fuel tank when subjected to CAL 50 Armor-

Piercing Incindiary (API) horizontal gunfire. A short test period was established

due to the limited availability of th~lgun range stWright-Patterson Air Force

Base. The test plan was desigied-to be broad in scope since it was based on

the general opinion that the response of a vapor reaction was somewhat predic-

table and any unique facets of the fuel tank ullage fire and explosion problem

could be investigated in detail more effectively at a j,.ter time if a broad base
•, existed•.

Frthe foregoing reasons the following six test types were selcotd for

exploration:

1. Standard Test

2. Externilly Connected Tank Test

3. Compartmented Tank Test

4. Fuel Level Test

5. Entrance Plate Test

6. Exit Dry Bay Test

The Standard Test was so termed because each of the other live "types" can

be considered a modification of the Standard Test. The influence of these

modifications were then determined by comparison with the results of the

Standard Test.

The Standard Test consisted of firing into the ullage of an uncompartmented7:- tank containing only a nominal amount of liquid fuel (4.4% by volume). For the

Externally Connected Tank Test a second fuel tank was connected to the standard

ii
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tank by a flexible hose to simulate an aircraft fuel system with interconnected

tanks. The Compartmented Tank Test was performed by adding an extension to
the standard tank and separating the two by a perforated wall. In the Fuel Level

Test the builet trajectory was held fixed while the amount of fuel within the

standard tank was increased so that the liquid vapor interface approached the

projectile trajectory. The entrance plate on the standard tank was changed in 3

diameter and thickness to meet the requirements of the Entrance Plate Test.

Both the Fuel Level and Entrance Plate Tests were included to assess the in-

fluence these items would have on the transfer of energy from the projectile to

the liquid and the possible generation of fuel spray in the ullage. The Exit Dry

Bay Test was designed to determine if a projectile traveling through the ullage

of a fuel tank could generate an external fire on the exit side of a fuel tank. In

these tests, a closed dry bay was attached to the exit side of the standard tank.

For each of these six test types numerous shots were made at various

temperatures, pressures, and fuel types. Iu addition to the basic six test types,

a short series of "Combination & Special" shots was made to explore nonequibrium

conditions and other unique facts.

Some of the results of this test program were predictable and other results

were not as expected. The general conclusion of the program was that additional

investigation is required to explain some of the -esults, particularly for inter-

connected tanks.

2
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SECTION II

APPARATUS USED IN HORIZONTAL TESTS

A cylindrical stainless steel tank which could be modified as shown in

Figure 1 was used in this test program. The tank, called a "J" Tank, included

pressure and temperature measuring equipment which was added during a pre-

vious program dealing with vertical gunfire testing. This equipment consisted

of three thermocouples for monitoring the preignition temperatures of the tank

ullage, tank interior wall, and fuel. Two pressure transducers were used to

measure reaction overpressures. Whenever a tank extension was used one

transducer was located in the main tank body and the other in the extension.

When no extension was used both transducers were mounted in the main tank

body. All tests used an exit plate 19 1/4 inches in diameter.

Film coverage was made of all shots. The exterior of the tank was photo-

graphed normally at 64 frames per second and the interior at approximately

6400 frames per second. During most tests the interior camera viewed the

main tank body. However, in the Externally Connected Tank Test and the Com-

partmented Tank Test the interior camera saw only the extended portion. The

"IJf? tank was used in all tests. It was mounted such that the planes of the en-

trance and exit plates were vertical. The CAL .50 API projectile was fired
horizontally from a gun mounted about 25 feet away from the tank. All tests
were conducted with a projectile velocity of approximately 2850 Ft/second.

The bullet was aimed such that it passed through the center of the tank. A

closed circuit fuel spray and circulation system was installed within the tank so

that equilibrium vapor concentration could be obtained. Aluminum 2024T4

entrance and exit plates were used in all tests.

S pecific apparatus and configuration used in each of the six test types was

as follows:

1. Standard Test

The first series of horizontal shots were the Standard Test.

3
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o. STANDARD TEST b. EXIT DRY SAY TEST

20

___EXEXIT PLATE

ENTRANCE 48 2D--II ---
PLATE--- -R--EC -

I LI'-I \,ý-- _ -PROJECTILE "L \-DRY SAY "
TRAJECTORYDR A

10

F-

c. EXTERNALLY CONNECTED
TANKS TEST d. COMPARTMENTED TANK TEST

ULLAA
SOLID CONNECTING ERFORATEDDIIE LINE ------- DIVIDER

LINE 4 PELVORATED I

Figure 1. Tank Configuration (Plan View)
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The test conditions consisted of the following parameter values:

a. The 1J7? tank in its unextended configuration had a volume of 90 gallons.

(See Figures la and 2),

b. An 8 Inch diameter, 0.125 inch thick entrance plate (See Figure 3a),

c. A 19 1/4 inch diameter exit plate; the thickness was varied to withstand

the expected overpressure (See Figure 4).

d. An 8 inch bullet trajectory height above the liquid surface; this cor-

responded to 1 1/2 inch maximum fuel depth and 4 gallons (See Figure 5).

2. Externally Connected Tank Test

These tests were conducted using the "J" Tank with an extension added to

one end as shown in Figurj lc. The extension was separated from the main
:.•. tank body by a 1/4 Inch thick alum~imm plate. The ullages of the tanks were

connected by a 1 inch diameter hose. The length of the connecting path was

approximately 2 feet. A fuel spray/circulation nozzle was installed within the

extension tank in order that equilibrium vapor conditions would be formed in

both tanks. In this configuration the main tank volume was approximately

80 gallons with the extension tank volume of approximately 55 gallons.

3. Compartmenved Tank Test

The compartmented tank was formed by adding an extension to the "J" Tank

as illustrated in Figure 1d. The 1/4 Inch aluminm plate which divided the ex-

tension from the main body was perforated by four one inch diameter holes

located near the top (See Figure 6). Several small holes at the bottom of the

U. plate allowed the fuel level to equalize between the two oompartmants. The

volume of these compartments was the same as the externally connected tanks

previously discussed. A fuel spray/circulation nozzle was also included in the

extended portion to insure equilibrium fixel vapor conditions.

4R-I
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4. Fuel Level Test

To invest.igate the effect of the projectile passage over the liquid-vapor

interface and the pobsible generation of fuel spray, the test tank was returned

to the standard configuration and the amount of +' :el within the tank was varied.

It was believed that the massive flange to which the 8 inch entrance plate was

fastened would absorb the energy transmitted to the ontrance plate during pene-

tration. Thus, any difference in the results of these tests would be due to the

influence of the project~let passage over the liquid and not its energy lost during

penetration.

5. Entrance Plate Test

The objective of these tests was to impart different amounts of energy from

the projectile to the fuel during penetration. This was done by replacing the

8 inch entrance plate with a 19 1/4 inch diameter plate as shown in Figure 3b.

The thickness of the new plate was also varied at three levels, 0.060, 0.125 and

0.250 inch. The amount of fuel in contact with the entrance plate was changed

by adding different amounts of fuel to the tank.

6, Exit Dry Bay Test

A dry bay was added to the standard "J" Tank by sandwiching a small ex-

tension between two exit plates as shown in Ft-are lb. The extension was

19 1/4 Inches in diameter and 4 inches in length (See Figure 7). Its volume was

4.8 gallons. The exit plates used were 0.090 inch In thickness.

11
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SECTION I

PROCEDURES USED IN HORIZONTAL TESTS

The desired fuel/ullage temperatures were produced by heating the fuel

before placing it in the tank and heating the tank by blowing hot air around it.

Equilibrium fuel vapor concentrations were obtained by the following pro-

cedure: After the entrance and exit plates were installed the tank was evacu-

ated to less than 5 psia. The vacuum lines were closed and the fuel pumped

into the tank. The fuel was circulated through the spray system for at least

5 minutes at the below atmospheric pressure. The ullage pressure was then

increased to the desired test value and the fuel spray-circulation continued for

another 5 minutes. The shot was fired approximately 2 minutes after the spray

was stopped.

In all tests the temperatures of the ullage and fuel were nearly equal.

Also, in all but four special tests which are appropriately identified in the

test results section, equilibrium fuel vapor concentrations were achieved.

13
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SECTION IV

TEST RESULTS FOR HORIZONTAL SHOTS

A total of 130 tests were conducted. The individual test conditions and

results of these tests are given in Appendix I. The following abbreviations

are used in the tables gathered in this app3ndix.

TL - Temperature of fuel, OF

TU - Temperature of ullage, °F

TW - Temperature of tank wall, OF

D - Diameter of entrance plate, inchE
XE - Thickness of entrance platee, inch

DF - Maximum fuel depth, Inch

HTF - Height of bullet trajectory above liquid, inch

PI - Initial ullage pressure, PSIA

F/A - Fuel to air mass ratio (Based on British Petroleum Institute
method of vapor pressure and mass estimation using
distillation data)

A PM - Peak overpressure in main tank body, PSI

A TM - Time that A P was measured, seconds

APC - Peak overpressure in extended tank section, PSI

A TC - Approximate time that APc was measured, seconds

i6 PC - Overpressure in extended tank section at time ignition occurred
in that section, PSI

Figure 8 will help the reader understand the definitions more easily.

1
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Figure 8. Measured Parameters
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SECTION V

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

1. Standard Test (Figure la and Table 1)

In Figures 9 and 10 the reaction overpressures are plotted as a function of

initial temperature for JP-4 and JP-8 at atmospheric initial pressure and

JP-4 at 30 psia. Two important characteristics of the data are immediately

apparent. First, there is a fuel rich flammability temperature limit for the

JP-4. At atmospheric pressure this limit is in the 51°F to 59 0F region and at

30 psia it is between 89°F and 101°F. The standard lean and rich flammability

limits as determined by laboratory experimentation are shown on these figures

for comparison. The other important observation which •pplies to JP-8 is that

the ullage is ignitable at temperatures well below the flash point (1050F) and the

resulting overpressure decreases with decreasing temperature.

To understand these observations one must consider the ullage composition

environment. First, the ullage contains an equilibrium fuel vapor concentration.

The magnitude of this concentration is dependent upon the volatility of the fuel.

Fuel volatility is, in turn, dependent upon its chemical composition and its

temperature. Increasing the fuel temperature will increase the equilibrium

vapor concentration. Second, the ullage is in contact with the liquid fuel sur-

face. In gunfire tests, additional fuel in the form of vapor or spray may enter

the ullage from the liquid sirface. The additional fuel could be generated by

impact of the projectile and/or evaporation due to incendiary burning or initial

fuel combustion. It is this additional fuel that causes the complicated results

seen during gunfire.

In shooting fuel tank ullages which contain rich equilibrium vapor concen-

trations the only effect of additional fuel is to make the ullage more fuel rich.

Thus, it was expected that rich limits would be found for gunfire tests. The

only exception to this would be when the fuel tank is ruptured, due to the pro-

jectile, in such a way that air is ingested causing the fuel/air ratio to decrease.

1
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The hazards of initially lean fuel vapor ullages are much more complex and

uncertain. Depending upon the amount and nature of the fuel added, an ullage

can remain nonflammable, become flammable, or be shifted past the rich limit

into a nonflammable condition.

Apparently in the shots using JP-8, 105°F flash point, a small amount of

fuel was added to the ullage which shifted it into a flammable condition. The

overpressures are remarkably similar to overpressures measured during flam-

mability tests of the ullages in sloshing fuel tanks previously conducted by

the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory (AFAPL) and reported in technical

report AFAPL-TR-70-65 1 .

Figure 11 shows the times from projectile impact to peak overpressure for

the standard tests at atmospheric pressure. For the J`P-4 data we see that the

times increased rapidly near the rich limit of 517F to 59°F as previously des-

cribed. The times to peak overpressure for the JP-8 show an apparent peak at

a temperature slightly lese than the flash point of the fuel. A similar time pek

phenomena was observed in AFAPL-TR-70-65 (See Figure 12). Due to the

lim):•d amount of data available the exact shape of this curve cannot be deter-

mined, however, the time peak phenomena was probably due to a t:ansition

from one type of combustion process to another. It should be noted that the

times to the left of the peak were associated with much lower overpressures

than the times to the right of the peak. One might expect the time required to

reach a lower overpressure to be shorter and as the temperature continues to

decrease to the point of no reaction that the time to maximum overpressure

would again increase.

Regression Equations for the Standard Test Results

Since the Standard Tests were conducted with several variables including

fuel type, initial temperature, and initial pressure it was desirable to be able

(1) AFAPL-TR-70-65 "Effects of Fuel Slosh and Vibration on the
Flammability Hazards of Hydrocarbon Turbine Fuels within Aircraft Fuel
Tanks", E.E. Ott, November 1970

S • 19
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to express the test results in an efficient form for later comparison. Appendix U

gives the basis for the development of Figure 13. On this Figure all the Stand-

ard Test results are plotted for both fuels. By plotting the overpressure ratio

APM versus the fuel/air mass ratio the effect of initial pressure and fuei

PI

type no longer must be considered independently.

A regression equation

Ap 6052.6 (F/A)4 
- 1104.1 (F/A)2 + 185.8 (F/A) - 1.4

SP, (F/A + 1)2

with a multiple correlation coefficient (Rc) of 0.9875 was developed for the data.

A second regression equation

APM 2,913,100 (F/A)4 - 535,383 (F/A)2 + 89,752 (F/A) - 511

T (F/A + 1)2

with a multiple correlation coefficient of Rc = 0.9864 was also developed in-

cluding the effect of initial temperature (TI) as suggested in Appendix II. A

regression analysis discussion is given in Appendix HI. Both equations express

the data very well for the lean mixtures (41 < 1) with the latter offering an

improvement near stoichiometric (• = 1). For the rich mixtures (# > 1), both

equations were less accurate due to the limited test data in this region and the

large variance associated with the ignition process.

The equation

A 2,913, 100 (F/A)4 - 535,383 (F/A)2 + 89,752 (F/A) - 511

1 T (F/A + 1)2

was used in later sections of the report to establish comparison data.

22
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2. Externally Connected Tank (Figure 1 and Table I1)

Six shots were performed with the externally connected tank and JP-4 fuel.

No flame propagation from the impacted tank to the connected tank was observed

in any test. The testing in this test type was very limited in scope and only the

following general observations can be stated.

Upon comparing these test results with the previous baseline Standard Test

results (Figure 14), it may be observed that the overpressures for the 1 ATM.

tests were not affected by the external interconnect. The 1 inch diameter hose,

2 feet long, apparently was not of sufficient size to relieve the pulse pressure

reaction in the main tank associated with the 1 ATM initial pressure condition.

For the 2 ATM. tests there was some apparent affect of the interconnection on

the peak overpressure. The times to reach peak overpressure were much longer

for the 2 ATM. tests than for the 1 ATM. tests. The reason being that for the

1 ATM. tests the fuel/air mass ratio was near stoichiometric, which has short

reaction times, and the 2 ATM. tests were near the lean limit, which has lon-

ger reaction times. With longer reaction times associated with the 2 ATM.

tests the interconnect vented sufficient gases to affect the peak overpressure.

To have this large of an affect it was felt that the vented gases were reactants

rather than combustion products.

3. Compartmented Tank Test (Figure Id and Tables M, IV, and V)

The Compartmented Tank Tests were begun with the primary intent of

observing the frequency of combustion transfer between one tank compartment

to an adjacmnt compartment. Such flame transfer is of great interest to aircraft

safety because some integral wing tanks are compartmentized by the internal

structure.

It was first rmasoned that JP-4, having a vapor pressure large enough to

produce flammable vapor concntrations, would support flame propagation be-

tween compartments, while JP-8 would produce littlec or no flame transfer.

From the data to be presented, it will be shown that such a distinct difference

between the two .uels did not occur. Even though the JP-8 had almost no vapor
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present in the tanks before the hit, combustion still took place and In several

instances was propagated to the unpenetrated ,ompartment.

An unanticipated result of tank compartmentation became overt early in the

testing. The overpressure developed in the unpenetrated compartment some-

times was much larger than that in the hit compartment. Upon conrcderation of

this result, it was felt that unburned gases were being forced into the uunpene-

trated compartment during the initial part of the combustion process In the hit

compartment. This additional gas increased the pressure in the unpenetrated

compartment so that when combustion was initiated in this compartment a higher

than expected overpressure resulted. This transfer of gases should, as a con-

sequence, decrease the expected overpressure in the hit compartment.

In order to determine if the high unpenetrated compartment cverpressures

were being caused by a gas transfer process as outlined above, the test series

was increased to allow shots with propane. Propane, being all vapor at the test

conditions, eliminated the possibility that fuel spray was being generated in the
unpenetrated compartment thus causing the unusual overpressures. The same

phenomena was observed with the propane as it had been with JP-4 and JP-8.

Figure 15, 16, and 17 give the overpressure ratios for both the main tank

and connected tank as a function of fuel/air mass ratio for each of the three

fuels, JP-4, JP-8, and propane. The calculated overpressure ratios resulting

from the regression equation developed previously for the Standard Test series

are presented in these three Figures for comparison.

Upon review of the results of the JP-4 tests as shown on Figure 15 it was

observed that the main tank and connected tank overpressures are in general

lower than the calculated value based on the Standard Test series. This result
was as expected since it was thought that the only effect of adding the connected
tank would be to provide an additional means for overpressure relief of the

main tank. The combustion process in the main tank should, at least in the
initial stages, be independent of the connected tank. Another result was that
with F/A > 0.102 no combustion occurred in the connected tank during six

tests. Below the fuel/air mass ratio of 0.102, eight of fifteen tests resulted

in combustion transfer to the cornected tank. The fact that combustion transfer
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did not occur during the six tests with F/A > 0.102 (all six tests were within

the Standard Flammability Limits for Hydrocarbon of 0.03 5 F/A _ 0.28) was

highly unusual with the reason for the lack of occurrence unknown. It also

should be noted that when combustion transfer did not occur the connected tank

overpressure ratio, P C fell in the narrow range of 0.7 to 1.0. When com-

PI

bustip.transfer occurred, about half the tests resulted in a higher overpressure

in the connected tank than in the main tank.

The JP-8 tests as shown on Figure 16 also gave some interesting and un- I
expected results. When combustion transfer did hot occur, the resulting over-

pressures agreed quite well with the calculated values.

For the five of the twenty one tests which resulted in combustion transfer

into the connected tank, both the main tank and connected tank gave overpressures
higher than expected. In addition, the overpressure in the connected tAnk was
higher than in the main tank. Apparently there was an interaction between the

two tanks which may have generated additional fuel spray and/or evaporation and

therefore higher than expected overpressures. The transfer of unburned gases

from the main tank to the connected tank cannot account for both tank pressures

being higher than anticipated. In order to further investigate these unexpected

results, eighteen tests were conducted with gaseous propane. The results are

given on Figure 17. Again the results show combustion transfer occurring only

at the lower F/A ratios and the connected tank pressure higher than the main

tank when there was combustion transfer. Unfortunately, since no propane tests

were conducted during the Standard Test series it cannot be proved that liquid

spray was the reason for both tank pressures being higher than expected in the

earlier JP-8 tests. Comparing the propane results with the calculated values

based on the JP-4 and JP-8 Standard Test series there were some higher than

expected pressures which leaves the possibility that some other phenomenon

may be involved in addition to fuel spray.

The propane results clearly show that when no liquid fuel was involved and

equilibrium existed, the lower flammability limit, F/A • 0.03, as determined

from Standard Laboratory Methods, was maintained.
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Figure 18 gives the connected tank to main tank overpressure ratio for all

the tests in the Compartmented Tank Test series. The following items may be

observed.

a. At a F/A < 0.08 combustion transfer occurred in 13 out of
33 tests and the pressure ratio, P,, was always greater than

one, when combustion transfer occurred.

b. With 0. 08 < F/A < 0o11 combustion transfer occurred during
3 of 10 tests and AP was slightly less than one.

c. With F/A > 0.11 combustion transfer did not occur during
eight tests.

d. Fuel lean reactions dominate the combustion transfer phenomena.

At least part of the reason for 4Pc > 1 at small F/A may be that lean

APM
reactions tend to have slower initial pressure rise rates and these slower rates,

presumably, allow more gas to bleed into the connected compartment.

The combustion transfer phenomena between tanks is an important item for

further investigation. It is believed that the phenomenon is highly dependent on

tank oonfiguration and results of this program are not directly applicable to an

aircraft environment.

in this test series the method used for connecting the two tanks Was typical I

of integral wing tanks, whereas the threat (vapor impact) and the configuration

of the tank were typical for a fuselage tank. The results therefore should serve

only as a departure point for additional analysis.
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"4. Fuel Level Test (Figure la & Table VI)

In this test series the fuel level was varied in order to investigate the pos-

sible influence that the distance between projectile trajectory and liquid-vapor

interface (HTF) could have on the reaction overpressure. It was expected that

as the liquid surface approached the projectile trajectory greater amounts of

fuel spray and/or vapor due to Incendiary burning would be produced. It was

felt that vapor generation due to incendiary burning was a second order effect

and not the primary mechanism for adding fuel to the ullage. The same size

entrance plate (DE = 8 inches and XE = 0.1251) that was used in the Standard

Tests was also used in this series. Since the energy absorbed by the tank during

entrance plate penetration and the resulting fuel spray may also be a function of

the fuel level it was impossible to ascertain whether the dominant fuel spray

was produced by impact or by aerodynamic forces caused by the bullet while

passing over the liquid surface.

Figure 19 presents the results of this series (HTF 4.5 inches and 1 inch)

and the Standard Test (H TF = 8 inches ) for comparison.

In order to assess the influence of HTF on overpressure the regression
equation

APM _
e---i = 52 3 F/A - 245.2 (F/A)2 + 8.94 (F/A HTF) - 5, 88I

(F/A HTF)2 - 0.14 HTF + 0.874 with R. = 0.9711

was developed for tests with F/A < 0.105. From the plots of this equation on

Figure 19 it may be observed that for very lean fuel/air mass ratios
(F/A < 0.016) a decrease in HTF results in an increase in the overpressure

ratio. The normal lean flammability limit is approximately F/A = 0. 03,
therefore, any reaction must be as a result of conditions generated by the pro-

jectile. Since for F/A < 0. 016 APM was greater for HTF of 1 inch
- -

and 4.5 inches compared to HTF of 8 inches it was concluded that more inter-

action between the projectile and the liquid fuel occurred at the smaller values

of HTF. It should be noted that the regression equation served only as
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a tool for plotting the three curves of Figure 11 and was not based on a

theoretical insight into the interaction between F/A and HTF,

In the normal flammability region (F/A > 0.03) it may be observed that

" AM decreased as HTF decreased. The reason for this is not completely

, I
known. However, part of the answer may be that the fuel spray and/or incen-

diary generated vapor together with the initial fuel vapor created a local fuel

rich region which was either slow burning or nonflammable causing a lower

than normal overpressure. In order to evaluate this Figure 20 was developed

which gives the time to A PM as a function of F/A. No clear trend was evi-

dent although minimum times occurred near stoichiometric as would be expected.

Another factor to be considered was the release of dissolved oxygen from the

fuel dLe to agitation caused by the projectile. It is questionable whether this

additional oxygen can be released in sufficient time to affect the reaction. The [

foregoing factors could not be completely explained due to the limited amount

of test data.
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5. Entrance Plate Test (Figure la & Table VII)

This test series considered the possibility that various entrance plate factors

might affect the amount of fuel spray produced upon projectile impact. Only tests

where extremely lean initial conditions existed were investigated (F/A 5 0.002)

so that increased reaction overpressure would indicate an increase in fuel spray.

Increasing the diameter of the entrance plate should allow more deflection upon

impact and more energy transfer to the liquid for a given fuel level. This as-

sumes liquid contact with the entrance plate or DE > 2 HTF. Increasing the

thickness of the entrance plate would have two possible effects. First, more

energy would be absorbed by the plate during penetration of the projectile. Sec-

ond, it is a known fact that plate thickness affects incendiary functioning and

therefore the ignition source. From film data of the shots it was seen that the

0.125 inch plate causes the incendiary to burn primarily in the region of the exit

plate. The 0.250 inch plate caused burning near the entrance plate. The 0o0604 inch plates failed to ignite the incendiary within the tank. Besides affecting the

region of burning, the entrance plate thickness could possibly govern the amount

of incendiary that is burned within the tank. These effects were considered to

have little effect on reaction overpressures for the 0.125 inch and 0.250 inch

plates used in this series.

The trajectory path to fuel level distance, HTF, was also varied in the test

series. Changes in HTF could have two possible effects. First, the amount of

fuel in contact with the entrance plate would change. Second, the aerodynamics

of the projectile in the ullage may interact with the liquid/vapor interface pro-

ducing more fuel spray as HTF is reduced.

Six shots were conducted during the Entrance Plate Test series. Two shots

(221 and 226) provided no useful information since the entrance plate thicknegs

(0.060 inch) was insufficient to activate the projectile incendiary. The remaining

tests (222 through 225) and tests 217 through 220 of the Fuel Level test series

ar,• compared on Figure 21. As noted previously only F/A :5 0.002 were con-

sidered and the major cause for an increase in reaction overpressure should be

due to an increase in the amount of fuel spray produced by the projectile. It

should be noted that to have any type of reaction with F/A < 0.002 requires

some fuel spray. Before discussing the test results, it bhould be realized that
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no positive statements are possible considering the limited amount of data avail-

able for the several parameters which were investigated. No overwhelming

gross effects were observed, however, the following items should be considered

in the design of a more detailed experiment.

a. For tests 217 and 218, fuel was not in contact with the entrance
plate, yet overpressures were observed. Possible cause being spray
generation from aerodynamýcs of projectile or energy transfer from
exit plate to fuel.

"b. Upon comparing tests 219 and 220 with 217 and 218 the effect
of HTF is unknown.

c. Comparing test 222 with 223 and 224 with 225 the effect of HTF
is again questionable.

d. Upon comparing tests 224 and 225 with a 0.250 inch entrance
plate with the remaining tests which utilized a 0. 125 inch plate,
the former resulted in higher overpressures. Possible cause being
more fuel spray resulting from the thicker plate.

The major result of this test series was that ullage reactions occurred even

at very low initial fuel/air ratios when subjected to horizontal gunfire.
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6. Exit Dry Bay Test (Figure lb and Table VIII)

Six shots which were entirely exploratory in nature were conducted with a

19 1/4 inches diameter times 4 inches long dry bay attached to the exit side of

the standard tank. The results are given on Figure 22. The overpressure

ratios for both the main tank and exit dry bay are shown as a function of fuel/air

mass ratio on this Figure. For comparison shots 207 through 210 of the Fuel

Level Test series with the standard tank configuration are given. All shots were

conducted at comparable initial conditions with the exception of Tests 215 and

216. Test 215 had 4.5 inches of fuel and Test 216 had 8 inches of fuel. Due to

equipment malfunction no dry bay pressures were recorded during these two

tests. All other points had only 1 inch of fuel.

It is obvious from the test results that significant overpressures may be

generated in an er:it dry bay with vapor phase projectile hits. Fuel spray is

apparently carried into the dry bay by the wake of the projectile and the ignition

is either by the incendiary of the API projectile or hot gases from the reaction

in the main tank. Upon comparing the main tank nverpressures from the

Fuel Level Tee. series which utilized the standai I tank configuration and no

dry bay with the standard tank and dry bay resulbs, a possible trend may be ob-

served. The main tank overpressures with an exit dry bay were higher than

without the dry bay. This was particularly true at the lower fuel/air mass

ratios. The reason for this is not known, however, at least part of the reason

may involve the restriction on pressure relief due to the reaction in the dry bay.

7. Combination and Special Test (Table IX)

Table IX gives the results of eight special shots that were conducted in

addition to the six basic test types. The first two tests listed, 101 and 119, are

Standard Tests (Figure la) except that the procedure for achieving equilibrium

vapor concentration was not used. This would tend to render the JP-4 Fuel/air

ratio leaner than otherwise expected based on equilibrium conditions. Tests

153 and 154 were also nonequilibrium tests to assess the effect of fuel tank

venting. For these tests the regular procedure for Compartmented Tank Tests

(Figure 1d) was used with the initial ullage pressure at 30 psia. Immediately

before firing (approximately 15 seconds) the ullage was vented to atmosphere
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so that the pressure at time of impact was atmospheric. It was felt that this

venting procedure would tend to render the JP-4 fuel/air mixture leaner than

that calculated for equilibrium conditions at one atmosphere. Test 230 was

conducted with the 19 1/4 taches dia. X 0.125 inch thick entrance plate and tank

configuration as shown on Figure la. The uniqueness of this test with JP-8 was

that the fuel spray system was left running during the shot. The fuel spray

should tend to drive the fuel/air ratio rich.

Comparing the results of the foregoing tests with equilibrium tests the fol-

lowing observations are offered:

a. Test 101 - With a JP-4 fuel temperature of 43°F and equilibrium

conditions an overpressure of 54 PSI would be expected based on the Standard

Test results as shown in Figure 9. An actual overpressure of 84 PSI was re-

corded during test 101 which corresponds to a leaner fuel-air ratio or an equi-

valent equilibrium fuel temperature of about 280F. This is a 150F depression

in temperature (fuel/air mass ratio) due to nonequilibrium conditions.

b. Test 119 - This nonequllibrlum test with JP-4 at a fuel temperature

of 85°F resulted in no reaction. Assuming a 15°F temperature depression due

to nonequllibrium gives an apparent fuel temperature of 70°F. Comparing this

temperature with the JP-4 rich limit of about 60°F as given in Figure 9 a reac-

tion would not be expected, therefore the results of tests 101 and 119 agree.

c. Tests 153 and 154 - These nonequilibrium tests with JP-4 were

compared with the equllibrium test results for the compartmented tank as given

in Figure 15. No difference between the two sets of results were observed.

Test 230 - This nonequllibrium test with JP-8 at a fuel temperature of

30°F can not be compared directly to any other equilibrium test. An overall

assessment of the JP-8 equilibrium tests indicates an expected overpressure

of less than 20 PSI at 30"F. Die to the fact that the fuel spray system was ac-

tive during this test, an overprossure of 33 PSI was recorded.

Tests 227, 228, 229 were a combination of the Entrance Plate Test and

Exit Dry Bay Test with JP-8 fuel at equilibrium. In other words, the configuration
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shown on Figure lb was used with the regular entrance plate (8 inches dia.

X 0.125 inch thick) replaced with a 19 1/4 inches dia. X 0.090 inch thick entrance

plate for test 227 and a 19 1/4 inches dia. X 0.125 inch thick plate for tests

228 and 229. The fuel depth was also varied. These tests were entirely explo-

ratory with no unique results observed.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions were established from the test program.

... The standard rich limit was maintained for JP-4 fuel under equilibrium
conditions.

2. The standard lean limit was extended for JP-8 fuel and the resulting
overpressure decreased with decreasing temperature.

3. A 1 inch diameter hose, 2 feet long, prevented combustion transfer between
two tanks with JP-4 fuel. This hose did not affect the reaction overpressure in
the main tank at 1 ATM initial pressure but did lower the overpressure for the
2 ATM initial pressure tests.

4. For compartmented fuel tanks (wall interconnect) combustion is more likely
to be transferred from one compartment to another with fuel vapor lean ullages
than with rich ullages.

5. A. very lean fuel vapor ullage with liquid present does not prevent com-

bustion transfer between compartmented fuel tanks (wall interconnect).

6. Due to unburned gas transfer from the hit compartment to the wall inter-
connected compartment, a higher than expected overpressure may result if
combustion transfer occurs. During some tests higher than expected over-
pressure occurred in both compartments.

7. The distance between the projectile trajectory and liquid-vapor interface
(HT ) has an effect on the reaction overpressure. At very low fuel/air ratios
t79verpressure increased as H decreased. With F/A > 0.016 the over-
pressure decreased asH HTF decrAsed.

8. Significant overpressures may be generated in an exit dry bay with a vapor
{ phase projectile hit.

9. Nonequilibrium conditions will alter the expected results based on
equilibrium conditions.

When applying the above conclusions to the safety evaluation of JP-4 and

JP-8, one must bear in mind that volatility is the primary difference between

the two fuels. JP-4 has a vapor prescure approximately 50 times larger than

JP-8. This melsns that under identical condxtions a fuel tank containing JP-4

will probably have 30 times as much fuel vapor mass in the ullage as a tank

containing JP-8. In addition, the bulk of the testing was conducted at equilibrium

'4-
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initial conditions. If equilibrium conditions could be relied upon in an aircraft

fuel tank the comparison of the two fuels is simply a question of knowledge of

fuel tank temperature probability. Since an aircraft fuel tank is in a high

nonequilibrium state, additional assessment Is required. Projectile dynamics

and aircraft slosh and vibration tend to make the ullage rich. Venting tends to

render the ullage lean. The combined effect of these opposing factors has never

been investigated in a single test program. It is believed, however, that venting

is dominant. If this Is true, JP-8 would be the preferred fuel for the type of

threat investigated in this program. It is therefore recommended that further

investigation be initiated to study these combined effects in detail as well as

those factors which were not completely explainable as discussed in the report.
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APPENDIX H

DETERMINATION OF INFLUENCE OF INITIAL ULLAGE
CONDITIONS UPON PEAK REACTION PRESSURE

System: Gases in the ullage of a rigid fuel tank.

Assumptions:

1. Gases obey perfect gas law, PV = nRT

2. Heat of reaction added to gases, no heat loss to tank

3. Specific heats of reactants and products are constant
and equal

4. System is homogeneous and at equilibrium

5. Increase in gas moles after combustion can be ignored

Using the perfect gas law as applied to a constant volume process we have:

PV = PF/ =' (PI +AP) / (TI +AT) (1)T.lI T'l F

Where:

PI = Initlal system pressure

STI = initial system temperature

P = final system pressure

TF = final system temperature

A P = reaction pressure rise (PF PI)

A T = reaction temperature rise (TF -TI)
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Solving Equation 1 for A T yields
APT1

AT = T (2)
PI

With the equation

Q = MCAT (3)

Where:

Q = heat released
M = system mass
C = system specific heat

For fuel lean reaction (• < 1) it may be stated that the heat released (Q)

will be proportional to the amount of fuel in the ullage. Since the amount of fuel

is proportional to the fuel vapor density, we have Q a PV/T* With the sys-

mass (M) proportional to PI/T and the system specific heat constant,
KI

Equation (3) becomes:
PV a PI AT o T aPV(4

Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (2) yields
PV

P1  C PiT1

Since the fuel/air mass ratio (F/A) is
/ z.-LV for PV << P,F/A ~ fr

and assuming equal molecular weight for both the fuel and air

We find that AP 1 F
PIF a 'M i Y orA<

For fuel rich reaction (j > 1), the heat released (Q) will be proportional

to the oxygen available and since the oxygen available is proportional to
SPI Pv Q aP - Pr"

to I.. . we see that
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The system mass (M) will be proportional to Pi and with the system specific

heat constant, Equation (3) becomes: T

P - PV PI L T

TI TI
: (5)

orAT a I V

SPI

Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (2) yields

Tp PI - Pv(6)

PT
Since= F + A = F + 1 assuming equal molecular weight

I- PV A A

for both the fuel and air we obtain
"AP a- i

II

In summary, for the hydrocarbons of interest, we would expect correlation

of the various parameters as shown below:

r1 , ]I II
E -

A A

-I •4~/ Tt: F'+1

T,!
)i T

. 03 .07.284FIF/A)0: 60
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APPENDIX M

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

A stepwise multiple regression analysis program was used to determine

prediction equations and these equations have been noted in the report. These

equations were developed for the data based on the approach of least squares.

Certain basic assumptions were required before the program could be used.

It must be assumed that the model can be properly expressed by using linear
coefficients in the regression equations. All variables must also be assumed
to be multivariate normally distributed.

Several models were used in the regression analysis and were based on the

parameters developed in Appendix II which were;

AP F/A and 1

P T F/A+1

The first model was developed to predict the overpressure ratio M

for the standard test results as given on Figure 13. The data points Included

all the points for both JP-4 and JP-8 except as noted on Figure 13. The fol-

lowing equations were the best generated for this data set.

AP 6052.6 (F/A) - 1104.1 (F/A)2 + 185.8 (F/A) - 1.4 (1)

(F/A + 1)2

with He = 0.9875

'PM 2,913,100 (F/A) - 535,383 (F/A)2 + 89,752 (F/A) - 511 (2)

T (F/A + 1)2

with R. = 0.9864
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The multiple correlation coefficient (Rc) is a measure of the significance or the

worth of the equation for prediction. As may be seen there was little difference

between the two equations. This was expected since the range of temperatures

used in the test program was small. Equation (2) was selected as superior

based on the results of Appendix II. This was an item which should be verified

by additional testing over a wide temperature range.

The next model developed was for the data points given on Figure 19. The

best iesulting equation was;

PM 52.3 F - 245.2 (F/A)2 + 8.94 (F/A HTF) (3)

PI

-5.88 (F/A HTF) - 0.14 H TF +0.874

with Rc = 0.9711

Temperature was not included in the development of this model. The require-

ment for normal distribution was not satisfied. Therefore, the value of this

equation as a model was questionable.

A third model was developed to investigate the combined effect that fuel/air

ratio (F/A), strikei plate thickness (XE), striker plate diameter (DE), and

projectile trajectory to fuel distance (HTF) may have on the overpressure ratio.

The data used in this analysis was the JP-8 tests with F/A < 0.05. This included

tests 125 through 134 except 126 of the Standard Test series, 222 through 225 of

the Entrance Plate Test series and 217 through 220 of the Fuel Level Test series.

The best resulting equation was;

S= 217. 2 (F/A HTF2 + 48.71 (F/A H + 7.32 - 0.77 (4)

21.(/ HTFO TFO XE

with Rc = 0.9719

During the development of this equation it was consistently noted that the striker

plate thickness (XE) was much more important in the correlation than the

striker plate diameter DE.
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The foregoing discussion was presented to clarify the regression equations

used in this report and to serve as a departure point for future investigators.
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